DIRECTIONS FOR DAILY USE:
HIGH VOLUME EVACUATION AND SALIVA EJECTOR LINES
END OF DAY (2 chairs):
1.
Add 1 pump (30 ml.) of PowerLINZ concentrate to 1 Liter of warm water.
2.
Set the high volume evacuation and the saliva ejector into the mixed solution.
3.
Turn on each line, suctioning roughly 400 ml. of the mixed solution.
4.
Turn off evacuation lines.
5.
Pour roughly 100 ml. into cuspidor (if there isn’t a cuspidor, suction all 500 ml.).
6.
Repeat steps 2-5 for second chair.
(Scan to learn more about the M.A.R.S Method)

BETWEEN PATIENTS (Not required, only suggested):
1.
Add 1 pump (30 ml.) of PowerLINZ in 1 Liter of water, to be left next to each chair during the day.
2.
Between each patient, suction a small amount (approx. 50 ml.) of the mixed solution to sanitize the tip of
the saliva ejector then wipe any excess PowerLINZ from surface of saliva ejector.

SHAKE WELL BEFORE USING
DIRECTIONS FOR QUARTERLY USE:
END OF DAY (Use every 3 months for 8 days):
1.
Add 15 ml (1/2 oz.) of CleanLINZ concentrate to 1 Liter (32 oz.) of warm water for 2 chairs. Mix well.
2.
Set the high volume evacuation line into the solution.
3.
Take 1/2 of the mixture for each chair.
4.
Leave CleanLINZ in your lines overnight. In the morning, rinse with plenty of clean water.
You may find your pump’s solid collector will fill up quicker and will need changing more often
while using CleanLINZ. Please check them daily or whenever there is suction loss.

FIRST AID:
If splashed in eyes, rinse thoroughly with water. If ingested, drink large quantities of water.

Store at room temperature. Keep out of reach of children.
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